
4 built-in anchors and
2 grooves for exercise band

and tubing

■   lightweight ball

base measures

19.5" diameter

and fits 45, 55,

65 and 75 cm

exercise balls

■   use base with

band or tubing for dynamic workout

■   use to stabilize ball during exercises

■   prevents ball from rolling away when not in use  

 30-1848 dynamic ball base  17.50 

Fabrication Enterprises, PO Box 1500, White Plains, New York 10602 USA

tel: 800-431-2830  914-345-9300      Orders@FabEnt.com      fax: 800-634-5370  914-345-9800
2015-201676
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inflatable exercise rolls & balls
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CanDo® inflatable exercise rolls

cm-dia x L       in-dia x L               color

40 x 80             16 x 31                 yellow               30-1735            35.00 

50 x 95             20 x 37                orange              30-1736            45.00 

60 x 110           24 x 43                 green               30-1737            55.00 

cm-dia x L       in-dia x L             color

40 x 90             16 x 35                yellow               30-1780            30.00 

50 x 100           20 x 39                orange              30-1781            40.00 

60 x 110           24 x 43                 green               30-1782            50.00 

"nubby" textured 

surface adds tactile

and visual elements

to ball therapy

B sensi-saddle roll

■   plastic base provides extra

protection and stability during use

■   ideal for individuals who are

not comfortable with the

instability of therapy ball

■   prevents ball from rolling away

when not in use

 30-1840 small base (for 45 cm, 55 cm)  25.00 

 30-1842 medium base (for 65 cm, 75 cm)  30.00 

CanDo® ball stabilizer bases CanDo®  dynamic ball stabilizer base
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A saddle rolls

ball sold separately

on page 75

ball sold separately 

on page 75

groove

anchor

ball and tubing with handles

sold separately on pages 22 and 75

C straight rolls

straight roll only moves in
a forward and backward
manner making it easier

to use than a ball

C straight roll

B sensi-saddle rolls

■   easier to control because motion is limited to one

direction

■   aids in developing muscles, coordination and balance

■   latex and phthalate-free

■   supports up to 300 lb (136 kg)

cm-dia x L     in-dia x L             color

40 x 90           16 x 35               yellow              30-1725                30.00 

50 x 100         20 x 39               orange             30-1726                40.00 

60 x 110         24 x 43               green              30-1727                50.00      

70 x 120         28 x 47                  red                30-1728                60.00 

80 x 130         32 x 51                 blue               30-1729                70.00     

“saddle” offers
extra support
for the patient

A saddle roll
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